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Chapter 2770

Boom!

When he raised his hand, the red fire in his palm was instantly thrown to the ground, and
then rushed directly to George Han at an extremely fast speed.

The ground fire spread, but rushed to the general level, the red light has turned into a
blue.

“Withdraw!” The leader elder shouted, and after slamming George Han with a slap in his
hand, he hurriedly retreated.

At almost the same time, the other ten elders who had been in a tacit understanding also
violently attacked George Han and withdrew.

“Fucking, despicable, shameless, hurting people behind, what a hero.” Seeing that the
eleven attacks in front of George Han were unresolved, but the ground fire had already
hit the trend, the pangolin couldn’t help but yell.

This is the case for pangolins, and the same is true for Lvzhu. It is such a despicable
behavior. How can there be any demeanor of everyone, it is clearly a nest of snakes and
rats.

It was Su Yan, quietly watching the development of the situation.

She was a little worried. After all, George Han dealt with twelve people alone. If it were
ordinary people, it would be fine, but each of these twelve people were good players.

As the saying goes, two fists are hard to beat four hands, but George Han has two
hands, but he beat 24 hands, which made Su Yan’s expectations of him even higher.

“George Han, are you okay this time?”

At almost the same time, Boom!

There was a loud bang of flames, and the next second, the ground fire in the gap
suddenly rose up, abruptly like a fire in the sky, directly engulfing the entire George Han.

George Han just frowned. He had just resolved the combined attack of eleven people,
and there was no way to resist the attack of the supreme fire above the ground.

Almost when he had just reflected, the flame had completely wrapped him in it.



When the flame enveloped George Han, George Han became hot and unstoppable.
Even if George Han could resist it, the flame still ate his clothes directly through the
energy shield.

Although there was no open flame, the clothes turned to ashes one after another.

The whole person also felt hot and uncontrollable for a while.

The anti-fodder is almost cooked through.

“How could this be?” George Han frowned.

Obviously, although the supreme fire comes from the Liu family, Liu Lu and Liu Tao are
obviously not above the same level in the control of fire. If Liu Lu’s Supreme Fire can
only be regarded as barely getting started, then Liu Tao’s has already reached its peak
and reached the highest level.The

two are the same fire, but the power is very different.

“Haha, hahahaha!” Over there, seeing the fire engulf George Han, the two father and
son behaved almost exactly the same for a time. Liu Tao could not help but sneer like
Liu Lu last time.

The eleven elders finally let out a sigh of disgust. They were sweating profusely, and
they were really surprised by the guy George Han.

Fortunately, this kid has finally received retribution now!

“What to do?” Luzhu looked at the blazing fire, and couldn’t help but ask Miss and the
pangolin several times, although she hated George Han for rejecting herself.

But she also knew that George Han had captured her heart early, otherwise, how could
she be angry?

When it comes to life and death, how can she not worry? !

“Don’t worry, he can come out!” The pangolin pretended to be calm.

Although George Han only stepped out of the Supreme Fire before, even he, an outsider,
knows that today’s Supreme Fire is no longer the original Supreme Fire, and the gap
between the two is full of ordinary people and Bahuang. Contrast of environment.

Simply put, it’s totally incomparable.

There are still many onlookers who have the same attitude as the pangolin.

They also believed that George Han would come out, but when they saw the expression
on Liu Tao’s face and the larger flames, they couldn’t help but retreat.



After all, he was the head of the Liu family, and he was not sure that he would not laugh
wildly like a young master like Liu Lu.

Moreover, even if they are far apart, and they have specially pulled up the protective
cover, they can still feel the heat waves from the supreme fire.

But I don’t believe George Han. What if he walks out again? !

At this time, George Han was already drenched in his body, as if he had just emerged
from the water, but even though his whole body was full of water, his lips were dry and
almost cracked.

The intense heat not only scorched his body and made him dying, but also made his
spirit weaken step by step. Slowly, he was about to faint…

But at this moment…

Chapter 2771

On

George Han’s body, a faint light struck, and a large amount of water began to slowly
release, flowing through his body. Then, the thing that released water was also
absorbed a little bit crazy. The outer flames.

Five Elements God Stone!

At the most critical moment, it reappeared on its own initiative, supporting George Han
with water power in its body, while slowly absorbing the powerful supreme flame with the
red mark of the Vulcan stone of its body.

“The fire turns to water energy, and the water energy is released to replenish himself.”
George Han opened his eyes in surprise and looked at the Five Elements Divine Stone,
which was shocked for a while.

“In this way, as long as it is protected by the Five Elements Divine Stone, no matter how
powerful this thing is, it won’t hurt me.”

Thinking of this, George Han couldn’t help but feel happy.

But soon, George Han’s joy retreated.

Judging from the current situation, the Five Elements Divine Stone does use circulation
to protect itself, but the problem is that it also makes oneself trapped in the circulation,
unable to extricate itself.

If this situation is not broken, wouldn’t I have to be trapped in it for the rest of my life?



And what’s the difference between being wrapped in fire like this and fire dumplings?
Isn’t it the same as being slaughtered? !

Therefore, it must be broken!

But the question is, how to break the game?

To say that this supreme fire George Han felt really different from Liu Lu, but to say how
fierce it was, it definitely didn’t count.

But this will come from Liu Tao’s hands, but George Han has to sigh, this fire can indeed
become the foundation of a company’s foundation.

Fierce, unusually fierce.

Even if the Five Elements God Stone is helping oneself resist this supreme fire, the
effect is only to prevent oneself from getting too hot and dehydrated into coma and
death.

I want it to help me recover my body quickly, which is almost a dream.

is that almost at this moment, I saw that the supreme fire was still burning and failed to
turn people into ashes. In addition, Liu Lu said that this guy had turned into the supreme
fire. Don’t dare to be careless at the moment, raise your hands hurriedly and directly
raise energy!

boom!

Suddenly, the Supreme Fire burned more fiercely.

At almost the same time, in the flames, George Han, who had just breathed a breath,
had not had time to take two more breaths, and the huge temperature suddenly rose
wildly.

Even if the Five Elements Divine Stone rotates at full speed at this time, it is still hard to
withstand the heat.

“It’s up to you.” George Han gritted his teeth abruptly, and then suddenly poured the
power of chaos in his body into the Five Elements God Stone.

Sure enough, with the blessing of the power of chaos, the ancestor of ten thousand qi,
the five elements of the god stone suddenly flashed golden light, and the water energy it
transformed into became even greater, and it was poured crazily on George Han.

However, even so, George Han, who was still dull in the heat in the air, was a little
breathless, and Dou Da’s sweat continued to converge in the flowing water along his
forehead.



“Even if he can resist such a big fire, the overheating temperature will make him very
uncomfortable. He is in a critical condition.” Lu Zhu said anxiously as he looked at the
fire.

“It would be great if there were jade ice beads.” Su Yan whispered, and then she looked
at the green beads next to her.

Lvzhu suddenly sighed helplessly: “Miss, how could I bring this kind of thing on my body?
That’s something to cool down on the Huazhou…”

Su Yan couldn’t help but feel anxious when he heard the answer from Lvxun.

However, this is a reminder to the pangolin on the side. He slapped his head and the
pangolin stepped forward and shouted loudly: “Fool, don’t forget your stone!”

“The stone?” In the flames, George Han heard the pangolin’s voice. , A gleam of light
flashed in his eyes: “Damn, why did I forget this thing?”

Chapter 2772

Jade Bingzhu!

The silkworm god horse head girl gave it to her little baby.

Since joining Huazhou, George Han almost forgot about it because he couldn’t use it.

Perhaps for George Han, what effect it had, George Han couldn’t figure it out, but there
was a first condition, but he understood very well.

Yes, that is, it can release absolute coldness and resist all kinds of heat.

If in such a high-temperature flame, there is a five-element sacred stone plus the power
of chaos to help withstand the pain of the flame’s direct burning, and the high
temperature inside will have the jade ice bead to help him down.

Then…

my own recovery is no longer an extravagant dream.

Thinking of this, George Han stopped talking nonsense and directly sacrificed the jade
ice beads.

Sure enough, when this thing came out, in the sultry flame, the almost suffocating high
temperature was dropping crazily at an extremely fast speed.

And as the temperature dropped, George Han began to slowly recover from his extreme
discomfort.



“Patriarch, something is wrong.” Next to him, the cronies couldn’t help but wonder when
seeing the huge flames still burning.

The situation is indeed not right. If it were normal, even if it was a super master of the
Eight Desolation Realm, it would have been burned to ashes by the Supreme Fire.

This is by no means conceited, but Liu Tao has been through this battle.

This is an ironclad fact and experience.

But today… it’s

really wrong.

The Supreme Fire is still burning, which also means that the person in the fire has not
died.

“This kid really has some abilities.” Liu Tao frowned slightly, muttering.

“Patriarch, the fire has been released, like an arrow leaving the string, we have no way
out,” said the cronies.

Just like this, now releasing this supreme fire in front of everyone is equivalent to putting
the true face of the Liu family on the table.

If this is a win, then needless to say, while the reputation of Supreme Fire is more
prestigious, it also makes everyone clear and understand that the Liu family is definitely
not something you can provoke casually.

But if it is defeated, today, not only is his Liu family ashamed, but even the prestige
established by the Liu family over the years will be ruined, and the names of the four
desert families will be more like a joke. Liu family, can’t afford to lose this person.

“Elder Chen!” Liu Tao gave a cold voice.

The leading elder hurriedly walked to his side at this time: “Patriarch.”

“I will act first. If the supreme fire has not burned that guy, you wait for the eleven elders
to help.” Liu Tao looked at the supreme fire, cold. Speaking.

“So, isn’t it a bit invincible?” The elder frowned.

This is equivalent to the fact that most of the Liu family is beating one person.

“If you lose, let alone victory without war, the Liu family’s future face will be wiped out!”
Liu Tao said coldly.

The leading elder thought carefully, and finally nodded: “Understood.”



“When necessary, you can even let the elites behind you help.” When Liu Tao’s voice
fell, the elder was taken aback.

In the next second, Liu Tao suddenly released a burst of fire energy in his hand, directly
poured into the Supreme Fire.

Suddenly, the blue flames burned more fiercely. Even the people outside the energy
shield were sweating profusely for a while. The abnormally high temperature made
everyone retreat involuntarily. Some people were relatively close. The clothes burned
spontaneously without fire!

“Da, da!”

Since the energy shield, the tables and chairs in the Juying Pavilion began to
spontaneously ignite without fire, and the hard bricks on the ground began to crack.

Lu Zhu and the others did not dare to be careless, and joined the pangolin to quickly
support the huge energy shield.

But even so, the group of onlookers and their energy shields almost began to crack
countless turtle shell patterns directly because of the high temperature!

“It’s worthy of the Liu family’s home-shaking technique, this supreme fire is too strong.”
Lu Zhu’s forehead was slightly fragrant and sweaty, and said softly with worry.

The pangolin is fully on the output protective cover, depressed and can only lightly nod,
and has no energy to answer.

When Su Yan heard Lu Zhu’s words, her worried eyes became even more anxious.

Such a fire, let alone people, even the hardest things in the world are afraid to melt,
right?

“Young Master Han, are you okay?” she murmured.

And at this time, George Han in the flames…George Han

who had just stabilized the temperature and was about to recover, suddenly frowned, as
if…something was wrong…
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